Reference Case Projects

Heliox references of installed charging infrastructure

Heliox has an installed base of over 1200 Fast DC Chargers in 4 continents and over 20
countries, becoming a clear leader in technology, experience and Megawatt - installed
infrastructure:

Source:

Out of all our installation we have selected a number of installations that show our
differentiation in the size of the projects, different charging standards, different partners
we have worked with and the different Bus Manufacturers where we have a proven
interoperability with.

Selected references divided in Charge standards

Qbuzz Groningen-Drenthe The Netherlands
Connexxion Amsterdam Schiphol The Netherlands
Unibuss Oslo Norway
Transdev Eindhoven The Netherlands

Proterra/CTA Chicago USA
Volvo/Sales Lentz Luxembourg
Volvo/ City of Grudziadz Poland
Volvo Bus facility/ Gothenburg Sweden

Volvo testing facility Spain
Allison/ Indianapolis USA
Proterra facility/ Burlingame & Greenville USA
BYD facility Lancaster California USA

Ekova Czech Republic Europe
RATP Paris France
Metropole Rennes France
Turku Finland

VDL Arriva ZOWAD The Netherlands
VDL Arriva ‘s-Hertogenbosch The Netherlands
Daimler Wiesbaden Germany
Overview Mobile Chargers sold 25kW-50kW
CCS 1

DAF Trucks DC Albert Heijn

CCS 2

Interoperability
As a public transport operator, you want flexibility and availability in your fleet and charging infrastructure. Together
with several bus OEMs and other providers of charging systems, Heliox is currently involved in the process of
standardization.
We contribute to the standard and safeguard the interests of the public transport operators in the European
Standardization Committee UITP / CENCENELEC (ISO / IEC). We are also active in the Dutch NENstandardization process.
As a result, we are closely involved in different parts of
standardization, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO / IEC 15118 - WPT ACD & Control Interface
IEC 61851-23-1 - Electrical Interface & System
IEC 60364-7-722 – Safety
SAE J 1772
SAE J 3105
Contact Interface

Proven interoperability
Heliox charging systems operate in accordance with ISO / IEC 15118, DIN 70121, IEC61851-1 /23/24 and
SAE J3105 / SAE J1772. A selection of manufacturers vehicles in operation / proven interoperability:

Fig1: Iveco bus charging with Heliox 40kW Mobile charger

Fig 2: Even a race car can be charged with Heliox charge system

Heliox experience in implementation of
gantries at large fleet installations
Heliox has a broad experience in implementing large fleet installations. In this overview we show several of
these projects.
Larger Fleet installation, such as Amsterdam Schiphol Airport and Groningen – Drenthe include respectively up
to 100 and 167 buses (multiple-brand) and charging arranged in close vicinity. This is made possible by the
use of gantries and proposed secured connected services providing industry’s unparallel uptime

Fig 1: SAE 3105-1 IR –PLC example in Oslo Norway

Fig 3: Gantry portal construction from above

Fig 2: Pantograph connected to a gantry

PROJECT REFERENCE:
Client: Albert Heijn
Contact person: Peter Leegstraten,
Manager Transport Expertise AH
Telephone: +31 6 51 51 23 96

HPC 350kW DAF Trucks DC Albert Heijn

Summary
Name of project

DAF Trucks DC Albert Heijn

Scope of supply

350 kW charger, with two liquid cooled CCS2 columns per
charger

An indication of public/ semi-public area or private
property

Private – Albert Heijn distribution centre

Charging capacity per charging point

3 pcs - 350 kW

Total charging power

1.05 MW

Producer of charging technology

Heliox

Period
Completion

Exact numbers are not published (between 0,7 and 0,8
million USDollar)
2020
Q2 2020

Partnership

DAF Trucks, VDL, Peter Appel Transport, Simon Loos

Number of DC charging points ≤ 150kW

N/a

Number of OC charging points ≥ 150kW

3 pcs – 350 kW

Charging infrastructure

CCS 2 with liquid cooled

Realization of communication between the vehicle and
charging infrastructure via the protocol ISO 15118

SAE J3105

Value

Establishing communication between the charging
infrastructure and a higher-level system (eg backend OCPP
1.5 or higher)

Yes (IEC 15118 (ISO) (EN61851-23 / 24 / DIN 70121))

Construction of a load management system

N/a

Construction of charging infrastructure to existing parking
facilities / depot

The chargers are being added to existing depot of Albert
Hein.

PROJECT REFERENCE:
HPC 350kW DAF Trucks DC Albert Heijn

The so-called “Demonstration policy for climate technologies and – innovations in transportations” (DKTI) is a Dutch
subsidy programme that supports pilot projects for sustainable transportation solutions. AF Trucks, Peter Appel Transport,
Simon Loos, TNO, VDL, Albert Heijn (AH) and Heliox have concocted a unique field trial that demonstrates the use of
electrical and plug-in hybrid trucks for Zero Emissions supermarket distribution in inner cities from the AH’s Distribution
center in Zaandam. Heliox, has been working within the consortium since 2017. Albert Heijn is the largest supermarket
chain in the Netherlands and has a market share of around 35%.
Three 300 kW Heliox chargers with a Smart Switch and two liquid cooled CCS2 columns per charger have been installed..
Noteworthy is the fact that the charging installation is connected to thousands of solar panels which are situated on the
roof of the distribution centre. Renewable energy is used to charge the e-trucks, making it a sustainable solution.
Liquid cooled charging cables reduce the charging time of e-trucks by half. In the previous situation, charging the battery
from 0 to 100% took 70 minutes. Now it only takes 35 minutes and since the battery is never driven to the minimum of
0% during operational use, it is expected that the average charging time will be below 30 minutes. The driver’s waiting
time for the truck’s battery to charge is thereby minimized and make sure delivery schedules can be optimized.

Fig1: VDL bus charging

Fig 2: Charging gantries at Groningen-Drenthe

Fig 3: Heuliez bus ready for charging
Fig 4: Ebusco bus charging with CCS2

From Q4 2019, Qbuzz is responsible to offer public transportation by bus in the provinces of Groningen and
Drenthe. A total of three bus builders had applied for this license. Thanks to Heliox's knowledge and experience,
Qbuzz has succeeded in offering the city the desired public transport strategy.
Due to the size of the concession, Qbuzz has chosen several bus manufacturers and charging infrastructure
providers. 43x VDL, 49x Heuliez and 60x Ebusco were selected for the buses. Heliox was responsible for the
installation of 13.5 MW for the charging infrastructure of this license. The charging infrastructure was installed by the
installer Batenburg. A transformer was required to connect this 13.5 MW system, which converted 10 kV to 400 V
at 15 stops and 4 depot locations.
The entire project needed to be implemented in 6 months. Qbuzz developed a charging infrastructure based on
battery capacity, available energy supply and transport strategy. Heliox worked together with the consortium of
Qbuzz and the installer party to deliver the chargers in time and coordinate the commissioning.
At 19 locations (15 bus stops and 4 charging depots), masts and charging portals are placed for charging with
contact hoods. There are also 8x 150kW with an SEPD installed. This SEPD can switch from charging with a
pantograph with contact hood or CCS2 connector.

Fig 1: construction of the gantries at AML

Fig 2: construction of the chargers at AML

Fig 3: VDL buses charging at AML with BusUp solution.

Connexxion faced the challenge to implement 100 electric buses for the first time in Europe. However, due to the
experience they already had with the project in Eindhoven, where 43 electric buses had been implemented in 2016,
Connexxion knew exactly what needed to be done. They tendered the buses and charging infrastructure separately.
After the tender period VDL won the contract for delivering 100 full electric buses and Heliox won the contract for
delivering the accompanying charging infrastructure.
The installation of the 109 charging systems with a total power of 13 MW was a challenging task for Heliox, even with
the experience Heliox had already gathered from previous projects. Therefore, Heliox introduced a new concept in the
installation of charging infrastructure in the outside depot area. A portal solution was constructed that enabled to
utilize contact hoods that connect the roof-mounted pantographs on the buses. Due to the connection on top of the
bus that is used in opportunity charging systems and also for the depot charging overnight, there are no cables
hanging or laying around in the depots or at end-stops. As a result, there is a tidy site and a smoothhandling for the
bus driver to charge the bus.
In order to create such a large charging infrastructure, a total of 13MW of power supply had to be installed. The power
of 13MW is divided across four different locations in the area of Schiphol Airport. Because of close cooperation
between the PTA, the City of Amsterdam and Connexxion, Heliox managed to finish the installation of the 4 locations
in time for the start of the operation at the 1st of April 2018. The implementation was organized simultaneously on all
the 4 locations

Fig 1,2,3: Charging with Busup Solution 300kW and 50kW with CCS2

Oslo has a goal to have zero emission transport by 2028. The PTA Ruter, which is responsible for the public
transport in Oslo, therefore requested public transport operators to bid with battery electric buses and the
required charging infrastructure. Unibuss is one of the biggest operators in Norway.
Unibuss has converted part of the busfleet to 40 electric buses on which the contract has been awarded in
2018. Due to the price, flexibility and planning that Heliox offered, Unibuss chose Heliox as the charging
infrastructure supplier.
Heliox delivered the charging systems, overhead constructions and installation of the full location during the
period of February to May. The total infrastructure consist out of 12x 300kW charging systems and 28x 50kW
charging systems with a combined output of 5MW. The bases are charged with CCS and Contacthood. The
setup will give Unibuss the possibility to upgrade in the future and use their existing 300kW opportunity
charging infrastructure.

Fig 1: Opportunity charging outside Eindhoven Depot, with smart switch
these can also be used as overnight charging when switched to 50kW

Fig 2: mounting contact hoods to the ceiling of the depot

Fig 3: Chargers are installed inside the depot

Hermes (Connexxion / Transdev) has extended their contract in Eindhoven in 2016. In this contract Hermes is
responsible for the city bus service in Eindhoven and Helmond and regional services throughout the area. The
province has asked to carry out the entire public transport of the region with electric buses. Through the knowledge
and experience of Heliox, Hermes was successful to provide the city with the desired public transport strategy.
Hermes has approached Heliox to charge 43 electric buses. Heliox had to create a plan for the charging
infrastructure. Based on the battery capacity, the available energy supply and transport strategy Heliox developed a
charging infrastructure. Croon Wolter & Dros are involved regarding additional installation work.
The designs, calculation of costs and implementation plans were created. In addition, Heliox applied for the necessary
permits in cooperation with the client.
In three months, the whole project has been installed and commissioned. In the existing depot the loader
interfaceopportunity (contact hoods) were attached to the roof. The electric buses use the contect hoods for both
(300 kW) and depot charging. The depot had 43 contact hoods available. 24 of these, are connected to a 30kW
charger. However, inside and outside the depot there are 20 contact hoods available, connected to a 300kW charger.
Anew power supply was installed to provide the desired power for this operation. 3 x 1.65 MVA transformers were
installed in a newly built transformer station.
After installation Heliox offered 2nd and 3rd line support. We have also trained employees from the client for the 2nd
line support and we certified a local service supplier.
At night, the Chargers are automatically downgraded from a 300 kW charger to a 50 kW charger. This is integrated in
the load management system in the back office.
Development of charging infrastructure took place on existing parking facilities / depot (Refurbishment)
The site was prepared for an expansion to 120 electric buses in 2020.

Fig 1: Opportunity charging SAE J3105-1 at Navy Pier

Fig 1: OppCharge enroute

Fig 2: OppCharge at depot. Pantograph
is mounted to the wall

Fig 3: Close up Pantograph

Fig 1& 2: Bus , OppCharge mast and Heliox 150kW charger

Fig 3&4: Heliox OppCharge mast and Bus

Fig 6: Volvo bus charging at OppCharge mast

Fig 5: Heliox 150kW installed

Fig 1: Volvo bus charging with OppCharge SAE J 3105-1 charger and mast installed
in and on container construction which makes the installation transportable and suitable for testing proposes

Fig 1: 300kW in container with OppCharge mast attached at Volvo site in Almeria Spain

Fig 2: Heliox OppCharge mast at site in Almeria

Fig 1: Heliox OppCharge mast at the Allison facility in Indianapolis for testing

Fig 1,2,3: Implementation Inverted Pantograph, Ostrava, Czech Republic

This is the first project in Czech Republic and also the first combination of a Heliox charger and an Ekova
electric bus.
We implemented this project within a very short installation term.

Fig 1 & 2: OppCharge at Rennes

Fig 3: Depot in Paris

1st implementation commercial operation IP IR in France for Heliox.
In close collaboration with BlueSolutions , Heliox has been able to implement the charging infrastructure within 3
depots (2 located in Paris for RATP, 1 located in Rennes for Rennes Metropole).
The inverted pantograph mast in Rennes was the first infrared interfaced implementation.
Heliox was responsible for the installation of the charging infrastructure successfully done.

Fig 2: CCS2 connect to Linkker bus

Fig 1 Charging at the port, Panthogtaph mounted to ceiling

Fig 3: 50kW chargers at the depot

Fig 4: OppCharge at the airport

For this project the goal was to implement the charging infrastructure in the current street scene. This was
one of the first inverted pantograph interfaces that we implemented. Since the end of 2016 this charging
infrastructure is in daily process. The charging sides are all located near the airport and port. This resulted in
far-reaching safety requirements for the implementation and operation of the charging infrastructure .

Fig 1: 300kW Opportunity charging in
Kaldenkirchen, Germany

Fig 3: Depot charging Venlo, NL

Fig 1: 300kW Opportunity charging Terschelling

Fig 4: Power Supply 400V Venlo Depot

In 2016 Arriva won the tender for the Wadden & Limburg (ZOWAD). It's about the bus service, tailor-made public
transport and some regional bus routes. There are also international bus services for the Netherlands - Belgium and
for the Netherlands - Germany. In this tender Arriva takes over the transport by, inter alia, 35 electric buses. These
buses are quickly loaded during the route at strategic locations (300 kW). This is done in Ameland, Terschelling,
Vlieland, Venlo, Maastricht (NL) and in Kaldenkirchen (D).
Arriva approached Helixo to charge 35 electric buses. Arrive asked Heliox to create a plan for the charging
infrastructure. Based on the vehicles, the available energy supply and the transport strategy Heliox developed the
charging infrastructure. Therefore, DB Energie, Croon Wolter & Dros are involved for additional installation work.
The designs, calculation of costs and implementation plans were created. In addition, Heliox applied for the necessary
permits in cooperation with the client.
In seven months, the whole project has been installed and commissioned. Heliox installed 44 Depot and Opportunity
charging stations. To facilitate this, the network operator has delivered eight new transformer facilities.
After installation Heliox offered 2nd and 3rd line support. We have also trained employees from the client for the 2nd
line support and we certified a local service supplier.
With the charging management system in the back office, it is possible to downgrade chargers automatically from a
300 kW charger to a 50 kW charger. This option is not used at the moment in this project.
Development of charging infrastructure was on existing parking facilities / depot (existing buildings) and on new
construction sites in the City.

Fig 1: VDL bus charging at Maasoever ‘s-Hertogenbosch

This project is a great example of interoperability and the strength of open interfaces as small electric buses
have been driving in the city center for several years on bus routes 70 and 80. One of the lines has already
been covered by the Heliox opportunity charging system, connecting two Park/Ride spots with the city
center. The new addition is great example of how Heliox’s commitment towards developing open technology
means that the current solutions can support large-scale, multi-supplier projects without any complications.
The new charging system have been placed in the proximity of residential households, Therefore, Heliox liquid
cooled system is proving the perfect measure to depreciate noise levels. Taking Heliox’s proven capabilities in
evidence, it will include that electric buses enable to whisk people around towns and cities with no pollution.

Fig 1: Carport at Wiesbaden

Fig 2: Carport at Wiesbaden

